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REBECCA REEVE’S SUN BREATHING DEBUTS AT UPFOR 

December 11, 2018 
Portland, Ore.  

Rebecca Reeve: Sun Breathing 
January 3 through March 2, 2019 
First Thursday opening January 3, 6:00 – 8:00pm 
First Thursday art walk February 6, 6:00 – 8:00pm 
Gallery hours Tuesday – Saturday, 11:00am – 6:00pm and by appointment 
The exhibition and events are free to attend and open to the public. 

Sun Breathing is an exhibition and new series of photographic work by New York-based artist 
Rebecca Reeve. Reeve derives the title from recent scientific understanding of the nine-day cyclical 
expansion and contraction of Earth’s atmosphere induced by interaction with the sun, and its 
correspondence to the sun’s long-observed 27-day rotation and resulting shifts in magnetic fields. 

Landscape as a site to observe and chart biological rhythms is a recurring theme in Reeve’s work. 
Using areas of dense foliage in Upstate New York as sites for experimentation and observation, 
Reeve’s Sun Breathing presents paired images that echo the binary nature of breathing. 

In the past, the artist has inserted Venetian blinds, a grid-like form, into landscape scenes as a 
means to arrange and organize the visual field. Reeve paints the blinds en plein air in response to 
the locale. She continues this approach in Sun Breathing, alternating her use of the painted grid 
with scenes in which she paints elements in the landscape itself. 

“A dialogue developed between the resulting pairs of images,” Reeve explains, calling them “a study 
in contrasts, the dichotomy of control and release." 

Rebecca Reeve (b. 1973 in London, England) lives and works in New York, NY. Reeve was Artist in 

Residence at Stoneleaf Retreat, NY (2018), Joshua Tree National Park, CA (2016) and Everglades 
National Park, FL (2013). She was named an Artist in Exploration by the Explorers Club, unwritten 
by Rolex, USA (2013) and was a finalist for the Julia Margaret Cameron Award (2011). Numerous 
publications have featured her work, including Whitewall Magazine, Oxford American, Wall Street 
International, Lenscratch and Aesthetica Magazine’s forthcoming December/January edition. Reeve 
holds an MVA from the University of Sydney, Australia and BFA from Bath Spa University, UK. 

### 

About Upfor: Founded in 2013, Upfor presents early career and established artists whose work 
examines and challenges cultural and artistic orthodoxies. The gallery is located at 929 NW 
Flanders Street, Portland, Oregon 97209. Gallery hours are Tuesday–Saturday from 11:00 am to 
6:00 pm and by appointment. For more information about our programming, please visit 
upforgallery.com.
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Sun Breathing #1 by Rebecca Reeve, 2018, archival pigment print, 40 x 50 inches (101.6 x127 cm), 

edition of 5. 

Image courtesy the artist and Upfor. High resolution image available upon request.
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Sun Breathing #2 by Rebecca Reeve, 2018, archival pigment print, 40 x 50 inches (101.6 x127 cm), 

edition of 5. 

Image courtesy the artist and Upfor. High resolution image available upon request.
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